Roundtable Discussions
ENHP Day, May 2, 2014

1:30 - 2:30 p.m.

Translational Research in Education: A Framework for Effectively Teaching Introductory Courses in Educational Research
Kevin Ball, Ralph Mueller

Our Mission to Peru: Restoring Ambulation in Patients with Amputations
Melissa Benedetti, Mike Liguore, Chelsea Miller

Building Consensus among Pediatric Rehabilitation Service Providers on Outcome Assessment
Mary Gannotti

Human Gait Simulator for Clinical Ankle Foot Torque Measurement
David Knapp

National Early Childhood Special Education Leadership Summit
Diana LaRocco

Impact of Home Modifications Provided by Rebuilding Together
Claudia Oakes, Ben Roberts, Megan Westcott
3:30 - 4:30 p.m.

**SAFR (Systematic Assessment of Falls) Research – Two-year Summary**
Kevin Ball, Melissa Benedetti, Cassandra Gorman

**Higher Education Needs Assessment in Service to the Early Childhood Workforce**
Paige Bray, Lynn Johnson, Erin Kenney

**Effectiveness of Read-Aloud Intervention on the Vocabulary and Narrative Development of Kindergarten Students**
Renee Greenfield

**Role of Higher Education Administrators in the Implementation of Policies Affecting Undocumented Students**
H. Kenny Nienhusser

**Peer Evaluation Education for Young Researchers in STEM Schools (PEERS)**
Michael Wininger

**College-Going Culture and College Choice Process in an Urban Context**
Lisa Wisniewski